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• Overview of impacts
• GTAA Government Asks
• Healthy Airport Commitment
• Mandatory Arrivals Testing and Federal Entry Requirements
• Employee and Departing Passengers Testing
• Recovery path forward
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Passenger Traffic Trends
88%

$111
Billion

Q3 2020 passenger traffic is down by 88% year
over year. $176.9M income loss in Q3

Airports Revenue Trends
Globally, airports are anticipating a loss
of over $111 billion in revenue

GTAA Workforce Impact
27%

Major restructuring and a workforce
reduction of 27%, or 500 positions. Business
partners have had to lay off 13,500 people
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PLAYING AN ESSENTIAL ROLE

1 4
OF

CANADIAN AIRPORTS CHOSEN TO
RECEIVE INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

DEDICATED
CARGO FLIGHTS

60%
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GOVERNMENT ASKS
Short-term relief and longer-term stimulus needed to
keep Toronto Pearson competitive and support
Canada’s recovery

 Develop a science-based, phased approach to reopening
international travel, beginning in May 2021;

 Provide a full waiver of airport rent for 2021 and 2022;
 Incentivize travel and tourism. The airport is safe when the
government and public are ready;

 Invest in critical airport infrastructure and low-touch

technologies + the next phase of airport segment of the
Eglinton Crosstown West Extension.

Healthy Airport Commitment

• Health of passengers and employees comes first
• Guiding principles aligned with global best practices
• 1st in Canada to receive ACI Health Accreditation
• Awarded “best hygiene” measures in North America
• Healthy Airport is most important part of rebuilding public
trust in air travel
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Healthy Airport Innovations
• Employee voluntary testing and departing passenger testing
• BlueDot to predict/monitor COVID-19 and other infectious disease risk
• Autonomous floor cleaners, UV light for disinfection
• Use of probiotics in our washrooms to eradicate bad bacteria
• Active monitoring duct system offering real time air quality assessment in terminal
and online
• Touchless self-serve check-in kiosks
• Air carriers invested significantly to maintain safe onboard travel
• Air quality, increased cleaning regime, food service, updated protocols
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Overview of Arrivals Requirements 2021
Jan 6
Ontario Voluntary
Arrivals Testing

Jan 7
Federal predeparture
testing requirement

Feb 3
Federal funnel of all
international flights to
Big 4 Canadian airports

Feb 22
Federal
implementation of
arrivals testing and
hotel quarantine

Feb 1
Ontario Mandatory
Arrivals Testing
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Ensuring Federal Entry
Requirements run smoothly
Before traveller boards a plan to Canada:
• Passenger health assessment
• Mandatory temperature checks
• Negative COVID-19 PCR test
After arriving in Canada:
• Health declaration to CBSA with PHAC support
• Test upon arrival at the airport
• Take home Day 10 test
• Hotel quarantine until first test results received
• 14-day quarantine plan
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Pearson leads on workforce/passenger testing research
New studies exploring the efficacy of antigen testing, compared with PCR test, in a high-throughput environment.
Funded in part by the National Research Council of Canada Industrial Research Assistance Program (NRC IRAP),
working with a team of Canadian healthcare companies.
Workplace Antigen Testing
Study
• Launched March 8 target 500 airport employees
• Antigen tests 3x weekly
• University affiliated
epidemiologists researching &
publishing learnings
• Creating strong workplace
testing program focused on early
identification

Airport Worker Study

Departing Passenger Study

• Coming March 2021

• Coming March 2021

• As needed service - onsite for all
airport workers

• Departing passengers with predeparture entry requirements

• Rapid PCR + antigen tests

• Rapid PCR + antigen tests

• Study efficacy of antigen tests by
comparing antigen to PCR

• Study efficacy of antigen tests by
comparing antigen to PCR

• Reduce workplace spread
through early identification

• Study rapid PCR testing in an
airport environment
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Onsite operationalization – Employee & Departures

T1 testing centre launches first, followed by T3 testing centre in a couple weeks
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Airport Workplace Health & Safety Policies and Programs
• Minimize and control risks for
all airport workplaces
• Scheduling and
deployment, face
masks, physical
workspace changes
• Part of Occupational Health &
Safety Management System
• Principles of the Internal
Responsibility system
and the Plan, Do, Check,
Act cycle.

Health &
Safety
Measures and
Policies

• Wearable devices for
employees, developed in
partnership with Wipro
• Alerts under 2m of distancing
• Tracks frequency and duration
of contact
• Transmits info to secure
platform for HR contact
tracing

Wearable
Physical
Distancing
Device

• Developed with PHAC
• Anonymous confirmed case
log reported by Pearson
employers

• International Centre is one
Peel’s Community Mass
Vaccination sites

• 222 cases reported since 2020

• Extending Toronto Pearson’s
Healthy Airport commitment
to help facilitate the delivery
of vaccines to the
communities we serve

Airport
COVID-19
Case Log

Region of Peel
Vaccination
Site

• 94 employers contributing
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Travel restart framework is necessary for recovery
A science-guided plan that gets us ready “when the time is right”:
• Demonstrates responsiveness to public health concerns.
• A risked-based approach that identifies the triggers and step changes in measures that will allow for
travel restrictions to be lifted as heath conditions improve. And that provides sufficient notice for
industry to recall staff and to bring aircraft back to service.
• Provides clarity and certainty on travel requirements. Travel requirements are currently very confusing,
with different regulations across regions/countries that keep changing, including within Canada.
• Is efficient and scalable, eliminating redundancies and based on standardization of acceptable global
testing regimes.
• Leverages innovation for biosecurity processes that use low-touch technologies and digital verification of
health credentials ( ie. tests, vaccines)
• Aligns global aviation sector requirements with government border policies.
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Key elements of framework
Vaccination & Testing to reduce
quarantine:
•

Follow the science to reduce, and remove & replace
hotels and quarantines with a robust testing strategy,
including use of rapid tests

•

Recognition that vaccinated travellers pose lower risk

•

Support the development of effective, rapid,
affordable testing solutions

Frictionless travel:
•

Develop processes to decrease the need for contact
and touch throughout the passenger journey, with
upstream integration into established passenger
journeys

Digital travel health credentials:
•

Digital tool to confirm test results and vaccination
status

•

There is strong support from travellers - 4 of 5
surveyed by IATA would use an app, subject to
sufficient data protections

•

Two-thirds believe a quarantine is not necessary for
those who test negative or have been vaccinated

Common international standards:
•

ICAO, IATA and ACI are aligned on need for global
harmonization for testing standards & health
credentials to enable interoperability and seamless
travel
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Thank you –
Questions?

Roundtable Updates from Members
Members to answer two key questions:
What are the high level impacts your organization has
suffered as a result of COVID-19?
What will be key to COVID-19 recovery for your
organization?
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